Canva
INTRODUCTION
Canva is a web graphic design platform that allows users to create visual content such as social media
graphics, presentations, posters, invitations, and more. It integrates thousands of beautiful layouts with
a broad choice of images, fonts, templates and illustrations.
The platform is free to use, and paid subscriptions like Canva Pro and Canva for Enterprise offer additional functionality. Users can also pay for physical products to be printed and shipped. But the free version
is very versatile.

Go to: canva.com
and login or create an account

There are many professionally
designed templates, as well
as pictures and elements that
are available for free.
You can use and edit the
designs to fit your needs.
You also can upload your own
photos through a drag and
drop interface, which we will
explore in an example
exercise.

EXERCISE - Create a Facebook Post
1) From Templates menu, select Facebook Post
2) Customize & Publish on Facebook
* Upload a picture to use
* Rewrite the text and change fonts

Using your own pictures
1) Select the menu option “Uploads”


Pick an image or Upload an Image



Drag and drop. Double click to adjust.

You can refine your search by typing something
very specific, such as: “Facebook Post Cooking”

Changing the text
1) Select the menu option “Text” for text template options
2) Or select the text and change manually
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Customizing your design

Sometimes you will need to
group or ungroup objects.

To help you position objects
properly, look for the pink guides that
tell you when objects are centered.

Formatting options for text

Look for this if you
want to change the
color of text or a box

EXERCISE - Create a flyer from Scratch
1) Think of something you want to advertise with a flyer, such as a new restaurant or a class.
2) From Templates menu, select Flyer.
3) Pick a free background, photo, text, and some elements.

TIP:
You can find royalty free images
on websites such as:
Pixabay, Pexels, and Unsplash.

The search box will be available for each of the options to refine what you can see.

You can always
change your mind
and use a template.
Also, you have all
these options
available to
customize your
project.

If you don’t have
the paid account,
Canva Pro, you can
only use the FREE
content.

EXERCISE - Create a Flyer from Scratch
Example:
Search backgrounds: PAINT
Search elements: PAINT, DOTS, SWIRL
Text: Pick a template and customize it
You can resize an
element and only
show parts of it

Rotate using
this tool
This is a text template

Try all these options
for various effects

Canva will automatically detect a
palette based on your design

SAVING & PRINTING
Your work it’s automatically
saved every few seconds.

To save your project in different formats, such
as PDF or JPG, you need to download it here:

You can print a project using Canva’s
professional printing services, or you
can print your work after downloading,
as shown in the previous step.
Paid printing services

SUPPORTED DOWNLOAD FILE TYPES
Download your designs in a range of file types,
such as PDF, PNG, JPEG, and more.
You can choose a file type,
but keep in mind that some
options are only available for
the paid version.
Examples of such options are:


Transparent background



Size and quality changes

If it’s a video or an animated
design, you will have the
additional option of saving it as
GIF or an MP4 file.

TUTORIALS
Canva offers various ways for you to learn how to navigate and create your projects. There are
workshops and interactive tutorials.
In addition, Canva offers live and saved workshops with topics such as “Branding your Business”,
“Graphic Design Basics”, “Canva in the Classroom”, and more.

Let’s try
these handson tutorials:
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